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Abstract 

The editorial process at our leading information systems journals has been pivotal in shaping and 

growing our field. But this process has grown long in the tooth and is increasingly frustrating and 

challenging its various stakeholders: editors, reviewers, and authors. The sudden and explosive 

spread of AI tools, including advances in language models, make them a tempting fit in our efforts 

to ease and advance the editorial process. But we must carefully consider how the goals and methods 

of AI tools fit with the core purpose of the editorial process. We present a thought experiment 

exploring the implications of two distinct futures for the information systems powering today’s 

journal editorial process: an AI-augmented and an AI-driven one. The AI-augmented scenario 

envisions systems providing algorithmic predictions and recommendations to enhance human 

decision-making, offering enhanced efficiency while maintaining human judgment and 

accountability. However, it also requires debate over algorithm transparency, appropriate machine 

learning methods, and data privacy and security. The AI-driven scenario, meanwhile, imagines a 

fully autonomous and iterative AI. While potentially even more efficient, this future risks failing to 

align with academic values and norms, perpetuating data biases, and neglecting the important social 

bonds and community practices embedded in and strengthened by the human-led editorial process. 

We consider and contrast the two scenarios in terms of their usefulness and dangers to authors, 

reviewers, editors, and publishers. We conclude by cautioning against the lure of an AI-driven, 

metric-focused approach, advocating instead for a future where AI serves as a tool to augment human 

capacity and strengthen the quality of academic discourse. But more broadly, this thought experiment 

allows us to distill what the editorial process is about: the building of a premier research community 

instead of chasing metrics and efficiency. It is up to us to guard these values. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Autonomous AI, Iterative AI, Value Alignment, Reviewers, 

Authors, Editors 

Dov Te’eni and David Schwartz were the accepting senior editors. This paper was submitted on June 19, 2023 and 

underwent two revisions. It is part of the Special Issue on The Future Impact of AI on Academic Journals and the 

Editorial Process.

1 Introduction 

The information systems (IS) field has taken immediate 

cognizance of how quickly ChatGPT has been adopted 

by researchers. Several leading journals have published 

thoughtful editorials and articles to speak out about the 

challenges posed by integrating AI tools into the 

research process (Dwivedi et al., 2023; Shmueli et al., 

2023, Susarla et al., 2023). These voices uniformly 

recognize both the potential and the risks involved in 

adopting such rapidly emerging and changing 

technologies, and they all call for a tempered approach. 

While the research and authoring process has been the 

main focus of recent concern, there is increasing 

mailto:galit.shmueli@iss.nthu.edu.tw
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discussion about how the rise of AI tools might 

positively or adversely affect the editorial process (Price 

& Flach, 2017, Shmueli et al., 2023). In this opinion 

piece, we dive deeper into the role that AI and related 

technologies could play in the editorial process at 

leading journals in information systems and related 

fields. We ask if AI has a place in our editorial process, 

what benefits it can bring, and what commercial 

platforms’ unfettered use of AI and related technologies 

can tell us of its limits and dangers. 

The identity of a field and its success hinge on attracting 

researchers, honing the quality of research produced, 

and disseminating research within and outside the 

community. Achieving these is doubly difficult in a field 

like information systems that entails a broad spectrum 

of research activities: theory-heavy studies, empirical 

studies (both quantitative and qualitative), 

methodological work, and more. These characteristics 

make our field simultaneously inclusive yet 

fragmented—the best practices of one subarea might be 

irrelevant to others. The information systems field also 

draws from a wide range of other disciplines, from 

related domains such as management, marketing, and 

economics, to upstream fields like psychology, 

computer science, and more. The tone of discourse and 

the nature of contributions thus greatly vary and 

constantly evolve, making it a challenging environment 

for new entrants and seasoned researchers alike. 

The editorial process at IS journals has been key to 

shaping and growing the field—this is where new 

authors learn about the goals and values of the field, 

where the best ideas are vetted and refined by seasoned 

researchers, and where they are finally published in our 

leading journals and conferences. The editorial process 

consists of many interlocking stages: reaching out to 

potential authors and subcommunities; screening 

submissions and recruiting and assigning an editorial 

team; identifying and inviting reviewers; receiving and 

aggregating reviewer and editorial feedback; making 

recommendations at multiple levels (reviewers, 

associate editors and senior editors); arriving at a final 

decision by a senior editor, department editor, or 

editor-in-chief; copyediting and production; 

disseminating the forthcoming paper; assembling a 

journal issue for publication; collecting and acting on 

journal metrics; and more. This process is supported, 

in large part, by editorial management systems—the 

information system that links the community members 

and shapes the process. 

The journal review process poses challenges for its 

various stakeholders. Authors can encounter 

difficulties during submission in formatting their 

submission according to the journal’s requirements, 

providing recommended editors and/or reviewers, and 

understanding the journal’s many policies that 

accumulate during a journal’s lifetime (e.g., regarding 

data disclosure, code sharing, posting on open 

repositories, and self-citation). In later stages, authors 

might experience long waits for a decision, receive 

unclear guidance, or receive insufficient feedback 

from the review team regarding their revision plan. 

From the editorial side, editors-in-chief encounter 

challenges including expanding and/or diversifying the 

journal’s readership and submissions, identifying 

topics for special issues, screening manuscripts across 

a wide range that exceeds their own expertise, and 

handling an intricate web of communications and 

relationships with their editors, authors, and the 

journal’s management. Regarding associate editors 

(AEs), the most common challenge, which we have 

experienced ourselves and have repeatedly heard from 

AEs, is securing a sufficient number of reviewers due 

to a (surprisingly) high rate of declined invitations by 

reviewers or even nonresponse after accepting an 

invitation. AEs are expected to draft reports that either 

guide authors with regard to revisions or explain their 

rejection recommendations. From the reviewer 

perspective, while a small number of journals offer 

reviewer workshops, most reviewers of information 

systems journals learn how to review by observing the 

reviews they have received for their own submissions. 

This “learning by observing” can perpetuate unhelpful 

reviewing approaches and does not necessarily 

generalize from one journal to another or to other types 

of research methods.  

Another challenge pertains to language, especially for 

non-native speakers of English. Editors and reviewers 

must convey their comments clearly via professionally 

written reports, which are often lengthy and intricate. 

They might struggle to write such reports or may 

encounter difficulties reading manuscripts by authors 

lacking strong writing skills. A key challenge pertains to 

the asynchronous and slow reviewing process, which 

requires authors, reviewers, and editors to communicate 

with at least two other stakeholders, some of whom are 

anonymous, typically via written documents that can 

become extremely lengthy and intricate. Finally, as 

reviewers in IS journals are unpaid and reviewing does 

not typically count toward tenure and promotion, one 

must find a way to fit these important time-consuming 

responsibilities into their already extremely busy 

professional lives by identifying tools and approaches 

that can assist with reading and evaluating a submission 

and writing a useful review. 

These problems are not addressed by our existing 

editorial process and support systems, which are 

increasingly showing their age—the human and IT 

resources available to journals are struggling to match 

our growing needs. Authors, editors, reviewers, and 

publishers are under great strain to fulfill their visions, 

even with the support of information systems. Adding to 

the overload of traditional editorial tasks are new 

important efforts to ensure the reproducibility of 

published research and increase the diversity of authors, 
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reviewers, and editorial teams. Moreover, editors are 

always under pressure to increase the impact of journals, 

be it in terms of enhancing readership, increasing cited 

linkages within and outside our discipline, or 

influencing practice. Here, a dizzying array of impact 

metrics creates moving targets tying journals to 

academic promotion standards, affecting the choice of 

research topics, methodologies, etc. The editorial 

process must deal with these and other challenges.  

While there is considerable discussion between editors 

about these growing pains, there seems to be no one-

size-fits-all solution. Editorial processes are complex 

and vary greatly across outlets, making it difficult to 

create effective management systems that cater to the 

broad needs of the subcommunities and disciplines that 

comprise information systems. What is important to one 

journal might be irrelevant or even unacceptable to 

another outlet.  

It is at this juncture that AI tools have entered the 

discourse on the future of research. ChatGPT has caught 

our immediate attention, but it is only the harbinger of 

things to come. While generative AI and large language 

models (LLMs) have suddenly taken center stage, we 

urge our community to more broadly consider the types 

of AI-based decision-making tools and adaptive systems 

that may impact the editorial process. We include here 

AI tools that combine machine learning and automation, 

such as predictive and generative AI. We start by 

considering tools that are already being used for 

decisions about humans (or could potentially be used, 

given their quickly evolving development) but are not 

yet incorporated into editorial processes we are familiar 

with. We envision this integration as AI augmentation 

of the human editorial process with the AI serving as a 

copilot. Such configurations have been productively 

used by decision-making systems and marketplaces. We 

then envision an AI-driven process, where AI plays a 

more pronounced role in decisions: moving from copilot 

to pilot. AI tools are here to stay. We hope they can ease 

and augment the editorial process. However, AI can 

become too much of a good thing. Beyond a certain 

level, AI integration risks weakening the foundations of 

our academic communities. We need to set a priori 

limits on how far we go, lest we also follow the dark 

patterns and malpractices that have beset commercial 

platforms that have ventured down this road before us. 

We are honored to have our exploration of the future of 

the editorial process included in this special issue 

dedicated to the memory of Phillip Ein-Dor. Phillip was 

a visionary and his foundational contributions to the IS 

field continue to impact today’s practices. Our 

exploration resonates with the themes that marked his 

exceptional research journey, particularly his insights 

 
1 https://editorresources.taylorandfrancis.com/managing-

peer-review-process/how-to-find-peer-reviewers-an-editors-

guide/reviewer-locator-tools/ 

into the essential role of IT artifacts (Nevo et al., 2009) 

in editorial support systems. Phillip’s pioneering work 

highlighted the deep connection between organizational 

success and the adept integration of information systems 

(Ein-Dor & Segev, 1978), a principle that remains 

pertinent to today’s journal editors guiding our 

discipline’s scholarly publications and research 

communities. He also foresaw the significance of 

natural language interfaces in democratizing access to 

data-driven systems (Ein-Dor & Spiegler, 1995), which 

we now see emerging in the role of AI tools like 

ChatGPT in knowledge creation and synthesis. In 

integrating these themes, we caution that IS journals 

must carefully control how AI is embedded into the 

information systems backing the editorial process. It is 

by safeguarding the identity of IS while still innovating 

on its successful path, that we best honor Phillip’s 

legacy and efforts. 

2 An AI-Augmented Editorial 

Process: “A” for Assistive, “I” for 

Interactive 

Current journal systems already use some degree of 

automation, keyword search, and matching for aiding 

editorial tasks. For example, the Web of Science’s 

Reviewer Locator expert-finding tool uses a 

submission’s keywords to identify reviewers from 

databases of published articles and citations. 1  We 

envision AI beyond such keyword-based actions. We 

start by describing an AI-augmentation scenario that 

integrates machine learning-based assistance, based on 

supervised and unsupervised methods and natural 

language processing (NLP) (see Table 1 for brief 

explanations of these machine learning methods). A 

major component of this is models that predict future 

outcomes or human behaviors, such as those used in 

finance (credit scoring, loan applications), insurance, 

employment (job interviews, e.g., Raghavan et al., 

2020), education, e-commerce (Davenport & Miller, 

2022), and criminal justice systems (O’Neil, 2017). A 

second component is recommendation systems, which 

are already commonly used in search and e-commerce 

websites and on media streaming platforms. Because 

AI predictions and recommendations are used by 

human decision makers, algorithmic explanations are 

always provided. A third component is supervised and 

unsupervised methods integrated with NLP. An early 

example is the MLj-Matcher tool—designed to help 

journal editors and conference organizers assign 

submissions for review (Price & Flach, 2017). This 

tool used simple text-mining techniques. Our Scenario 

A goes a step further.

https://editorresources.taylorandfrancis.com/managing-peer-review-process/how-to-find-peer-reviewers-an-editors-guide/reviewer-locator-tools/
https://editorresources.taylorandfrancis.com/managing-peer-review-process/how-to-find-peer-reviewers-an-editors-guide/reviewer-locator-tools/
https://editorresources.taylorandfrancis.com/managing-peer-review-process/how-to-find-peer-reviewers-an-editors-guide/reviewer-locator-tools/
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Table 1. A Brief Description of Machine Learning Technologies Used in Existing AI-Based Decision-Making: 

Supervised and Unsupervised Learning and Natural Language Processing 

Type of machine 

learning technique 

Description 

Supervised learning The process of providing a machine learning algorithm with records in which both input values 

and the target value of interest—the label—are known. The algorithm “learns” the input-target 

relationship in order to predict the label for new records where the target value is unknown. 

Common methods include linear and logistic regression, classification and regression trees, 

random forests, and neural networks. The result is called a predictive model. Predictive models 

are used in a variety of decision-making applications such as loan applications (predicting an 

applicant’s probability of default), insurance (predicting accident risk), and marketing (predicting 

purchase or customer churn). 

Unsupervised learning The application of machine learning algorithms for detecting patterns in a sample of unlabeled 

records. Common unsupervised methods include clustering, dimension reduction (e.g., singular 

value decomposition), and recommendation (e.g., association rules and collaborative filtering).  

Natural language 

processing (NLP) 

NLP consists of natural language generation (NLG) and natural language understanding (NLU), 

now used in a wide set of applications including question answering, machine translation, reading 

comprehension, and text summarization (Radford et al., 2019). NLP includes methods for 

breaking down text into meaningful bits of information or semantically meaningful content 

(Hardoon & Shmueli, 2013). This is done via language models (LMs) that assign probabilities to 

sequences of words (Jurafsky & Martin, 2023). LMs range from simple bag-of-words and n-grams 

that treat individual or small groups of words in isolation, to those that represent words as high-

dimensional vectors (e.g., Word2Vec and GloVe), and recently to methods that also embed 

surrounding text, utilizing the sequential nature of language (context). The latter rely on neural 

network architectures such as RNN, LSTM, and transformers (such as BERT and GPT3). Large 

language models (LLMs) are transformer-based models with millions to billions of parameters 

trained on massive amounts of text data. LLMs are able to generate human-like text, answer 

questions, and complete other language-related tasks with high proficiency. ChatGPT is an LLM-

based conversational agent that combines NLU and NLG. NLP applications now power various 

decision-making systems, including notable e-commerce systems that augment human decisions 

with AI (Davenport & Miller, 2022) 

2.1 Scenario A: AI-Augmentation  

(Low Hanging Fruit) 

Consider a journal integrating AI technologies into the 

traditional academic review process. The journal uses 

AI and data generated by authors, reviewers, and 

editors to publish impactful research. Let us begin with 

a scenario that relies on AI tools already used to 

support decision-making. 

Submission outreach: Submission Hunter, an 

independent AI application, prowls the web for high-

impact work in progress and emerging topics. Using 

editorial board-curated keywords, it scans conference 

sites, preprint servers, open repositories, social media, 

etc. It reaches out to authors with personalized 

submission invitations while providing them with 

guidance for adjusting tone and emphasis to increase 

submission success. 

Submission, screening, and AE assignment: Dr. 

Scholar submits a co-authored manuscript to the 

journal. The submission’s interactive interface 

automatically parses the manuscript, providing Dr. 

Scholar with language corrections, keyword 

suggestions, and edits necessary to pass automated 

quality checks. Once submitted, the journal’s 

predictive model, trained on past submissions, 

generates a “publication probability” prediction and 

“suitable AE” recommendation along with algorithmic 

explanations. The editor-in-chief (EIC) does not see 

these AI predictions until making an independent 

screening decision or AE selection. The EIC can then 

click to reveal the publication prediction and AE 

recommendation and choose to update their decision 

based on this “second opinion” information. 

AE screening and reviewer invitations: The AE 

receives the manuscript without access to the AI’s 

prediction. Using human judgment, the AE decides 

whether to send the manuscript for full review. The 

AE’s task of selecting a diverse set of expert reviewers 

is aided by Ref-Match, an AI platform the journal 

subscribes to, which provides a roster of 10 potential 

reviewers. Ref-Match not only proposes names but 
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also provides an algorithmic explanation for each 

recommended reviewer, highlighting expertise, 

diversity, and probability of invite acceptance. Ref-

Match also personalizes each reviewer invitation, 

based on their publications and interests. The AE can 

use the Delegator function to identify certain aspects 

of the paper (such as theory or methodology) that could 

be delegated to each reviewer, streamlining the 

reviewing process. Declined and unanswered reviewer 

invitations automatically trigger new reviewer 

recommendations from the list. 

Under review: Once a reviewer accepts the invitation, 

the system predicts an “overdue” risk score, triggering 

personalized reminders to potentially tardy reviewers. 

A chatbot assists reviewers with answers to questions 

about reviewer guidelines and training. Reviewers can 

use free or journal-provided AI writing tools to 

enhance the readability and style of their reports. The 

journal’s Anonymizer system preserves the integrity of 

blind reviews by removing identifying information 

from the reports. 

AE recommendation: When the AE receives the 

referee reports, the AI’s initial prediction and 

explanation are unveiled as an additional “AI 

reviewer.” The AE then crafts their report, guiding the 

authors and providing a recommendation. Meanwhile, 

a Review Quality Recorder system logs the process, 

feeding this data into future training and awarding 

mechanisms (e.g., the annual Best AE award). 

Decision: With the AE’s report and recommendation 

in hand, the EIC is greeted by an updated “publication 

probability” prediction, now enriched by the review 

team’s feedback. The EIC can now use their expertise 

to craft a decision email. An AI Decision Letter 

Checker ensures no critical detail is missed, while also 

warning against ambiguous content or unconstructive 

language.  

Revision: The AI proves to be a formidable ally for the 

authors during revisions. An LLM-based revision tool 

rates how well the authors have addressed the review 

comments, even offering counterfactual explanations 

(“had you done … , the result would have better 

addressed R1’s comment”). 

Copyediting and production: Upon an EIC’s accept 

decision, the authors receive an acceptance email with 

an attached copyedited manuscript generated by the 

journal’s AI tool. Once the authors confirm the edits, 

the paper is automatically posted on the journal’s 

website. 

Paper dissemination: Once a month, the journal’s 

(volunteer) PR team employs its AI-based Paper 

Promoter tool to increase the visibility of newly posted 

papers. The tool whips up customized social media 

posts, identifies and tags authors, and tailors 

informational content for different audiences 

(professional/academic, different research disciplines, 

or different regions) to be posted after review by the 

human social media team. 

Journal issue assembly: As the journal nears the 

publication of a new issue, the LLM-based Issue 

Organizer tool recommends the accepted manuscripts to 

include and their proposed order to the EIC, based on 

cohesiveness, diversity, or other criteria preset by the 

editorial board. For special issues, the tool helps draft 

key points that can be included in the leading editorial. 

Journal metrics collection: The AI system 

continuously collects impact information about each 

published paper from a predetermined list of citation 

databases, social media posts by reputable media and 

academic outlets, downloads from illegal paper 

repositories, and mentions on professional social 

media and forums (e.g., LinkedIn and StackExchange). 

All these statistics are shared with the editorial board 

on a regular basis. 

3 An AI-Driven Editorial Process: 

“A” For Autonomous, “I” For 

Iterative 

How might one integrate AI more deeply into a 

decision-making system, moving from AI-augmented 

to AI-driven processes? Two major features that 

enhance an artificial agent’s capabilities are autonomy 

and iteration. Autonomy means the ability to perform 

a wider set of actions based on independent decision-

making. Iteration consists of repeated action-feedback 

sequences between the artificial agent with humans or 

with other artificial agents. Technologies that support 

more iterative and autonomous agents include 

generative adversarial networks (GANs) and 

reinforcement learning (RL), especially when coupled 

with persuasive technology (see Table 2 for a brief 

description of these technologies). In the two machine 

learning frameworks of GAN and RL, the artificial 

agent learns to improve itself. In GANs, learning 

happens through a competition between two artificial 

agents. In RL, the human designer sets the long-term 

objective and the artificial agent learns how best to 

achieve that objective by sequential interaction with 

humans. Once integrated with persuasive technology 

and LLMs, the AI “through its mastery of language, 

could even form intimate relationships with people, 

and use the power of intimacy to change our opinions 

and worldviews” (Harari, 2023). Let us now consider 

a hypothetical editorial process scenario, designed 

with these additional elements of autonomous and 

iterative AI technologies.
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Table 2. A Brief Description of Technologies Used in Autonomous and Iterative AI: Generative Adversarial 

Networks, Reinforcement Learning, and Persuasive Technology 

Type of machine learning 

technique 

Description 

Generative adversarial 

network (GAN) 

A GAN is a machine learning framework that allows an agent to improve itself by using an 

adversarial interaction between two agents: a generator and a discriminator. The goal is to create 

realistic new data. The generator is a neural network that generates new data (such as images) that 

are then inputted into the discriminator, a second neural network that evaluates how “realistic” the 

input seems. The two agents interact iteratively and each is dynamically updated. GANs have found 

applications in many areas with the most popular being deep fakes, but they have other uses as well. 

For example, GameGAN designed by Kim et al. (2020) learns to visually imitate a simulator or a 

game (e.g., Pacman) by watching an agent interact with an environment. 

Reinforcement learning (RL) RL is a machine learning paradigm “for addressing sequential decision-making problems 

characterized by non-deterministic dynamics, delayed decision-outcome pairings, and a lack of 

ground truth regarding optimal decisions” (Cai et al., 2017). The RL artificial agent learns how to 

achieve a predetermined long-term objective by iteratively acting on the environment, observing the 

feedback, and recording a reward received for each action. The RL agent makes data-driven 

decisions and uses trial-and-error for selecting actions that eventually maximize a cumulative 

reward. Such delayed reward-based learning is useful in applications such as personalized web 

services and marketing, where the task of purchasing a product on a website might be broken down 

into various subtasks, each concretely operationalized and rewarded as it contributes to the goal of 

conversion (Wiesel et al., 2011). Personalized offers and notifications could then be delivered to 

users at key “navigational touchpoints” discovered by the RL agent in its interactions with humans, 

in order to maximally influence the probability of a browsing session ending in a purchase (Greene 

et al., 2023). 

Persuasive technology Persuasive technology (Fogg, 2002) aims at changing users’ attitudes and behavior by merging 

psychological behavior modification techniques with digital technology, thus allowing systems to 

tailor persuasive strategies to individual user features (Berkovsky et al., 2012). Behavior 

modification techniques, such as nudges and rewards, shape human behavior toward an intended 

outcome. Persuasive technology can range in its transparency: some actions are visible to users, 

such as suggestions by recommender systems and app notifications, while others are less so, such 

as feed filtering, comment moderation on social networks, and deceptive interface design choices 

(Shmueli & Tafti, 2023). Persuasive technology is popularly used by marketers and advertisers to 

influence product choice and control communication with consumers (Palmer & Koenig-Lewis, 

2009). On digital platforms, it is used to personalize services and recommendations, increase user 

engagement, generate behavioral feedback data (Chen et al., 2019), and “hook” users by habit 

formation (Eyal, 2014). Persuasive technology is especially suitable for implementation by 

reinforcement learning agents, due to the interactivity and feedback collected and learned by the 

agent. The RL agent can adaptively update its actions as it interacts with users and collects 

feedback on the quality of these interactions. 

3.1 Scenario B: AI-Driven  

(The Forbidden Fruit) 

Specifying objectives: The design of the AI-driven 

sophisticated system starts with specifying a long-term 

objective. Led by the EIC and the journal’s AI expert, 

the editorial board crystallizes the journal’s objective 

of “timely publication of high-impact, high-quality 

research” into concrete metrics: a paper’s “impact” is 

quantified by its citations, downloads, sharing, and 

 
2 Specifying adequate rewards is one of the most difficult 

tasks in reinforcement learning, as RL agents can discover 

reading time within two years following its acceptance. 

“Submission turnaround time” is measured as the time 

from submission to decision. The “diversity” of 

authors, reviewers, and editorial members in terms of 

geographic location, gender, institution, and/or 

position is quantified via the change in Gini index 

when a person is added to the group. These metrics are 

then combined into an objective function with a 

complex, multidimensional reward structure.2 

unexpected ways to make their environments deliver 

rewards, some of which might be undesirable or dangerous 
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Next, the AI is trained to capture the unique “voice” of 

the journal—its preferred topics, content, structure, 

and styles. The AI learns from a large dataset of the 

journal’s published papers, drawing contrasts and 

similarities with publications from other journals. 

Diversity measures are used to debias the model, 

creating a “voice” with the required diversity level.  

The AI is now ready to run. Note that while the entire 

AI system is designed to optimize a single long-term 

objective function, it uses subagents for achieving 

different subtasks arising throughout the editorial 

process.  

Submission outreach: On her way back from the 

International Conference on Information Systems 

(ICIS), Professor I.S. Author receives a message: 

Dear Professor Author, 

Congratulations on your fascinating talk on 

“To AI or Not to AI?” at ICIS!  

This selective invitation is based on the 

importance and time-sensitive nature of this 

research. I encourage you to submit your 

paper ASAP for publication in the Journal 

of IS for AI. Publishing this work at JIS-AI 

has a 90% probability of high impact, 

increasing your h-index by 3 points within 

two years of publication. The predicted 

time-to-publication is 45 days if the paper is 

accepted (just in time for your junior co-

author’s promotion). Please click here to 

upload your submission (this link will work 

in the next 30 days). 

If you have any questions, please submit 

them on this page. 

Sincerely, 

Submission Targeter (AI), on behalf of the JIS-AI 

editorial board 

Copied: co-authors, EIC of JIS-AI 

Submission Targeter searches for potential high-

impact research not yet published in a journal. Like its 

less autonomous version, Submission Hunter, it scans 

recent conference websites, working papers on 

preprint servers and open repositories, and research 

projects posted on government, company, university 

research labs, and social media. However, Submission 

Targeter goes a step further by considering the 

 
(Sutton & Barto, 2018, p. 477)—see Section 4. In this 

illustrative scenario the two-year-ahead impact goal or the 

months-to-years’ time to publication might lead to overly 

sparse rewards. Therefore, long-term rewards can be 

combined with short-term reward shaping. For example, the 

agent receives a reward for moving the manuscript to the next 

potential impact. It cross-references potential 

submissions with impact-measuring websites such as 

Google Scholar. Moreover, it leverages its exploration-

exploitation trade-off capabilities to diversify the pool 

of authors, inviting “uncertain impact” submissions 

from authors who are likely to respond favorably. 3 

Submission Targeter is a persistent agent: It reaches 

out to identified authors multiple times through 

different contact channels using persuasive 

technology. By trial-and-error it sequentially learns the 

best personalized outreach to attract the submission. 

The agent’s actions and the targeted authors’ reactions 

are logged. 

Submission: Prof. Author decides to submit her full-

length paper—based on the conference paper—to JIS-

AI. The journal’s submission system offers flexible 

input in terms of language, format (Word, LaTeX, 

etc.), and media (text, audio, video), supporting 

accessibility. Upon submission, Author Helper 

provides Prof. Author with recommendations to 

optimize the title, abstract, and keywords. It 

automatically implements language edits to enhance 

the paper’s quality and readability in order to 

accelerate the peer review process. This is particularly 

beneficial for authors unfamiliar with the journal’s 

requirements and preferred style. Integrity Checker 

scans the materials for plagiarism and reproducibility 

and uses a chatbot to ask the authors personalized 

questions to resolve ambiguities. All this information 

is logged. 

Screening and AE assignment: Upon submission, 

Editor’s Aid adapts the paper’s format, medium, and 

language to align with the EIC’s field of expertise and 

preferences. It employs submission data to predict an 

impact score and turnaround time, providing 

algorithmic explanations. Based on these predictions, 

Editor’s Aid drafts either a rejection letter or an AE 

assignment letter, selecting the most appropriate AE 

based on expertise, workload, and projected 

availability. These insights and suggestions are 

delivered to the EIC for confirmation or override. 

Editor’s Aid utilizes personalized notifications and 

alert scheduling, gently nudging the EIC toward quick 

decision-making. The EIC decides to confirm the 

system’s AE assignment for Prof. Author’s 

submission. Editor’s Aid contacts the AE, optimizing 

timing, medium, and approach to secure the AE’s swift 

acceptance of the assignment. 

step in the pipeline, or when an under-review manuscript is 

presented at a conference. 
3 Depending on the EIC’s approach, the RL design might 

even include “exploration bonuses” to encourage soliciting 

innovative papers. 
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AE screening and reviewer invitations: Once the AE 

accepts the invitation, AE’s Assistant swiftly reformats 

Prof. Author’s submission to the AE’s preferences and 

recommends reviewers using the AE’s networks, 

author affiliations, diversity aims, and expected review 

speed. It also factors in predicted review acceptance 

probabilities and times. These strategic actions are 

automatically enacted unless the AE chooses to 

override them (e.g., issuing a desk reject or changing 

the reviewer list), significantly reducing the AE’s 

workload. The AE confirms the AI’s suggested 

reviewers for Prof. Author’s submission. AE Assistant 

promptly invokes Reviewer Scout, which sends 

personalized reviewer invitations, optimizing content, 

timing, and appearance for increased response rates. 

Data on recommendations, triggers, and responses is 

logged for continuous improvement. 

Under review: AE Assistant monitors reviewers’ 

system access and public behavior, auto-sending 

reminders to those predicted to be overdue. If a review 

is overdue, it increases its nudges, even contacting a 

reviewer’s colleague for assistance. An additional AI-

based reviewer is added, labeled as LLM Reviewer. 

When reviewers upload their report, a chatbot flags 

missing elements or unclear feedback, directing 

modifications before accepting the review. 

Review evaluation and AE recommendation: Post-

review, the system anonymizes, formats, and provides 

two summaries of reviewers’ feedback, one tailored for 

the AE and another for Prof. Author. AE Assistant 

guides the AE in pinpointing two key revision areas for 

this submission: providing stronger evidence for a 

claim and exploring alternative explanations. AE 

Assistant initiates RevisionGAN, an adversarial 

review dialogue system utilizing GANs. It simulates 

critical reviewer and eager author roles, converging on 

the most promising revision strategies. The AE, 

leveraging their expertise, selects viable approaches 

from AE Assistant’s recommendations. AE Assistant 

then actively assists in drafting the AE report, which 

includes a recommended decision for the AE to 

confirm or override. As in other steps, the system prods 

the AE toward timely action and logs all data. 

Decision, paper production, and dissemination: 

Now that the review of “To AI or Not to AI” is 

complete, Editor’s Aid presents the EIC with the 

review team’s reports and recommendations, a 

summary of communications and actions by the human 

and AI actors, the original predicted turnaround time, 

and an updated predicted impact score with an 

algorithmic explanation. This explanation incorporates 

the feedback from the human and AI review team.  

The EIC must now determine whether the 

submission’s current quality warrants publication or 

whether investing time and effort in a(nother) round of 

revision is likely to achieve successful publication. A 

rejection decision would provide authors with both 

human and algorithmic explanations for the decision. 

Counterfactual explanations would provide authors 

with actionable strategies for improving their work or 

specific recommendations for publishing it elsewhere. 

The EIC, debating between conditionally accepting the 

manuscript and requesting a revision, launches 

DecisionSim to play out these different decision 

scenarios (again, with a GAN), generating predicted 

outcomes. The scenarios indicate significant 

advantages for a conditional acceptance. The EIC 

scrutinizes and slightly modifies the decision letter 

created by Editor’s Aid. “To AI or Not To AI?” is 

conditionally accepted.  

Upon conditional acceptance, and with the authors’ 

consent, the manuscript is immediately published 

online, marked “conditionally accepted.” Upon final 

acceptance, the PR Agent automatically generates 

alternative formats (text, video, audio) and versions 

(full length, press release, practitioners’ summary, 

etc.). Pursuing the original objective, PR Agent 

optimizes promotional efforts across digital platforms, 

maximizing the paper’s visibility. Persuasive 

technology is used to nudge authors to share the work 

further, augmenting the dissemination of their 

research. 

Journal issue assembly: LLM-based Issue Oracle 

tracks accepted and in-progress submissions, 

recommending grouping for future issues and article 

order within each issue. Recommendations optimize 

diversity and impact. “To AI or Not to AI?” is included 

in a future issue on “Deep AI,” a title proposed by Issue 

Oracle. 

Journal metrics collection: All data on human 

behaviors, system actions, and outcomes are recorded 

and immediately used to enhance the agent’s behavior. 

The data is also used to create training materials for 

reviewers and for onboarding new editorial board 

members. Over time, the agent learns to improve itself. 

How this might unfold is left to the reader’s 

imagination. 

4 Discussion 

Scenarios A and B raise tantalizing opportunities for 

editors, reviewers, publishers, and authors, and seem 

to resolve many of the structural issues facing today’s 

editorial process. However, the technological advances 

described above pose many risks to the research 

quality and identity of our discipline as well as our 

values. We discuss several key issues below and 

summarize them and further issues in Table 3.
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Table 3. Positive and Negative Aspects of the AI-Augmented (Scenario A) and AI-Driven (Scenario B) 

Systems, by Stakeholder 

Stakeholder Scenario A (AI-augmented) Scenario B (AI-driven) 

Authors Positive  

+ Better journal matching (invitations 

and tailoring suggestions) 

+ Improved interactive submission 

process 

+ Easier communication for non-native 

English speakers 

+ AI-assisted revision tools provide 

better guidance 

+ Better exposure of accepted work 

(faster appearance and improved AI-

assisted social media promotion) 

+ Editors and reviewers accountable for 

their own inputs and for any use of AI 

reviewer inputs 

Negative 

˗ Invitations might appear as predatory 

˗ Less agency in crafting revision, as 

review teams might learn to expect AI-

guided revisions 

˗ Tougher competition to promote 

published papers because all papers get 

AI-assisted promotion 

Positive—everything from Scenario A plus the following:  

+ Boosts authors’ morale (invitations with impact 

predictions) 

+ Easier and more inclusive submission process: 

Equalizer for non-native English writers, journal 

newcomers, and non-IS authors 

+ Clearer and more actionable revision path 

+ Better, faster exposure of research; Professional 

media promotion 

+ Constructive guidance upon rejection (journal 

recommendations beyond EIC’s knowledge) 

+ Journal goals aligned with promotion and tenure 

metrics 

Negative—everything from Scenario A plus the following: 

˗ Biased against work/authors with no public online 

presence (e.g., classified research in companies, 

government; authors from countries without/forbid 

access to key repositories/locations) 

˗ Overly homogeneous submissions 

˗ Privacy invasion even for potential authors (AI 

collects their data) 

˗ Media nudging might invade authors’ privacy 

˗ Algorithmic explanations don’t necessarily reflect 

reviewers’ reasoning 

Reviewers Positive 

+ Easier to write a report with AI 

language assistance 

+ Better alignment of review request 

with reviewer expertise 

+ Better anonymization of reviewers 

+ More certainty about reviewing 

guidelines and expectations 

Negative 

˗ Personalized reminders might be 

annoying or intrusive 

˗ Revisions might appear to address 

comments, but only superficially 

Positive—everything from Scenario A plus the following:  

+ Easier to read the better-written manuscripts 

+ Equalizer for reviewers new to the journal, non-native 

English writers 

+ Better guidance via AI-generated reviewer training 

materials 

Negative—everything from Scenario A plus the following:  

˗ Reputational harm for late reviewers (e.g., contacting 

colleagues) 

˗ Time pressure can lead to fast but superficial reviews 

˗ Excessive irritation and stress due to personalized 

nudges 

Editors  Positive 

+ Larger number and more diverse 

submissions 

+ More information for initial screening 

and AE assignment 

+ Reduced overload: better screening of 

inadequate submissions 

+ Faster and more likely accepted 

reviewer invitations 

+ Less friction in communications with 

reviewers, and among editors 

+ More constructive and standardized 

quality of AE reports 

+ More cohesive and attractive journal 

issues 

 

 

Positive—everything from Scenario A plus the following:   

+ Better discovery of suitable research by controlled 

risk-taking 

+ Easier to read submissions (AI-adapted to editor 

preferences) 

+ Further reduced workload in identifying and securing 

reviewers 

+ Easier on-boarding of new editorial board members 

+ Better matching of AE expertise with manuscript 

topic 

+ Better decision support with algorithmic explanations 

of impact & turnaround predictions 

+ Clearer, faster communication among editors, 

reviewers (AI-drafted emails, personalized effective 

communication channel) 

+ EIC does not need deep knowledge of AEs’ expertise 

+ Even richer information for decision-making 
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Negative 

˗ “AI reviewer” might mislead AEs with 

insufficient domain or AI expertise 

˗ Lazy editor might choose to rely solely 

on AI recommendation 

˗ AI predictions might reinforce biases 

from previous decisions 

Negative—everything from Scenario A plus the following:   

˗ Review process might become a game of metrics 

˗ Editors have less agency: AI suggestions create 

anchoring effect 

˗ Specifying long-term objectives is difficult and prone 

to adverse effects 

˗ Persuasive technology can be invasive, harm privacy, 

and strain professional relationships 

˗ Focus on timeliness can exclude slow but thorough 

reviewers (bias against overloaded researchers) 

˗ Difficult to discern human from AI contributions and 

decisions 

Journal 

publisher and 

management 

Positive 

+ Higher impact (better promotion of 

articles, better bundling of issues, 

increased and diverse submissions) 

+ Reduced needs for copyediting, 

language, and human services 

+ Continuous and rich statistics about 

reach and impact 

+ Rich data on reviewers’ and editors’ 

behaviors and decisions 

Negative 

˗ Data privacy and safety concerns 

(collected on all humans) 

˗ Need an expert team to design, 

maintain, and update the AI systems, 

and a user-facing team to interact with 

management 

Positive—everything from Scenario A plus the following:   

+ More predictable workflow 

+ Richer statistics about reach and impact 

+ System self-improves (rich behavioral data even on 

potential authors) 

+ Faster and easier to create annual reports 

+ Free up EIC’s time and efforts for new initiatives 

Negative—everything from Scenario A plus the following:  

˗ More excessive data privacy and safety concerns due 

to behavior modification 

˗ Promises to authors might not materialize (e.g., 

predicted impact) 

˗ More competition with other IS journals using AI-

driven systems; can turn into a “journal marketplace”; 

relationship can become adversarial 

The AI-augmented process (Scenario A) provides a 

collection of AI predictions and recommendations to 

aid a human decision maker. These are therefore 

always accompanied by algorithmic explanations, with 

LLMs likely to improve their clear communication. 

The goals of AI in this augmented process are 

immediate: to serve humans with valuable suggestions 

for a decision. The human remains firmly in control 

and accountable: the editorial process cannot proceed 

without the timely actions of editors and reviewers. 

Accountability and safety are supported by logging all 

AI and human actions, making them available for audit 

and system improvement. We contend that AI-

augmented IT systems can empower human decision 

makers—editors, reviewers, and authors—who will 

still be accountable at every step. While people must 

still accomplish the same number of tasks required by 

today’s editorial management systems, their decisions 

can be greatly informed by AI recommendations, 

predictions, and arguments. This kind of AI assistance 

can go some way in reducing the cognitive overload 

that accumulates with tasks and shortening publication 

lead times. Another advantage here is that unnecessary 

clerical friction between people and systems can be 

reduced by the system playing a greater role in 

prompting human actions. Everyone in the editorial 

process also benefits from the outside voice that AI 

recommendations bring at each turn. But a healthy 

degree of friction still exists: humans must still discuss, 

debate, and justify decisions and messaging. People 

just entering the editorial process (e.g., new editors) 

must still reenact community standards (e.g., tone, 

timeliness, etc.) and so will be cognizant of community 

conventions. The timing and format of AI inputs at the 

various stages put the human decision maker in the 

driver’s seat, with the AI providing support that can be 

overridden. There are intriguing avenues for these 

tools to help us achieve our values of inclusivity, 

diversity, and more.  

Yet, even in this relatively mild AI-based scenario, 

important issues arise that require discussion around 

the type of machine learning algorithms and 

explanations used. For example, are black-box 

algorithms allowed? What type of explainable AI 

should be used for generating algorithmic 

explanations? Are proprietary AI systems appropriate 

for journal processes or must they be open source? 

Additionally, the amount of personal data generated by 

AI-augmented processes raises significant privacy, 

security, and intellectual property issues, requiring 

open discussion within the research community. 

The AI-driven process (Scenario B) is distinct for its 

long-term objective incorporation, wider decision-
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making range, and self-learning through sequential 

iteration and feedback. It observes and reacts to human 

actors to achieve its goals and operates for lengths of 

time without human intervention. Incorporating 

generative AI with these autonomous agents enhances 

their capabilities, enabling a broader set of actions and 

persuasive messages and providing more human-

understandable explanations for agent actions and 

decisions. Bottlenecks due to human busy schedules, 

time zones, and sleep cycles are removed, leading to 

faster decisions and optimized performance metrics. 

Generative AI can further help editors create and “test” 

revision plans, simulate decisions, reduce 

miscommunications, and provide clarity for authors. 

Despite all these ostensible advantages, we oppose an 

AI-driven approach that enables artificial agents to 

gather and create data, modify human behavior, and 

make decisions on their behalf, as presented in 

Scenario B. The order, timing, and form of the AI 

actions in this scenario encourage anchoring effects, 

can lead to reputational harm to editors and reviewers 

(e.g. when reaching out to their colleagues) and could 

create adversarial relationships between authors, 

editors, and reviewers, as well as between competing 

journals. Apart from toughened competition, the 

landscape of author invitations, responses to reviews, 

manuscript promotions, and overall communications 

risks becoming excessively homogenized. Long-term 

human interactions, relationships, and growth could be 

sacrificed for shorter-term actions and reactions 

induced by the AI. As IS research is a long-term project 

that relies on conversation and dialogue, thoughtfulness 

and creativity, a fast-moving autonomous and 

interactive AI-driver can lead to various unintended 

consequences and numerous risks. 

The first central issue is the value alignment problem, 

i.e., the difficulty of matching an AI system's 

objectives and behaviors with human values, goals, 

and norms (see, e.g., Christian, 2020). When defining 

our journal’s goal to publish “impactful” research, we 

mean work that advances science or practice, an effect 

often seen over years or decades. However, due to its 

use in short-term decisions (for publication, promotion, 

and tenure decisions), “impact” is commonly gauged 

by using short-term proxies such as citation counts, 

downloads, and shares, which can be manipulated 

(e.g., self-citation, networks of authors citing each 

other, paying for open access, social media promotion) 

and misleading. Diversity, a meaningful concept for us 

that symbolizes inclusivity and openness, is difficult to 

pin down through proxies like distribution by 

university, topic keywords, or reviewer gender. These 

metrics may capture unrelated characteristics or be 

gamed. For instance, a small group of women might be 

coerced into too many review assignments. 

Furthermore, by operationalizing concepts valued by 

our community and used for important career 

decisions, these metrics can lead to “performativity,” a 

vicious cycle where current numbers influence system 

dynamics and future numbers (e.g., highly cited 

articles are more likely to be cited) and potentially lead 

to an unfair distribution of editorial work (timely 

editors/reviewers assigned to more manuscripts). The 

value alignment problem is a critical challenge with an 

autonomous, iterative AI-driven editorial process. The 

reward-based RL agent can behave in pathological 

ways in its charge to secure rewards. Here are a few 

examples of pathological behaviors the AI might 

exhibit in Scenario B. The agent might: 

• discover that flooding the journal with an 

enormous number of submissions increases the 

potential number of high-impact papers and the 

diversity of authors; 

• encourage authors to use sensational titles, “click 

bait” language, and oversell results and impact;  

• shape authors’ revisions to “overcome” rather 

than address reviewer challenges for fast 

turnover;  

• optimize reviewer selection and nudge reviewers 

to submit reports that speed up final decisions 

rather than provide important feedback that 

slows down turnaround;  

• overload a small number of reviewers with 

minority status to improve diversity statistics; 

• discourage potential ground-breaking 

submissions that require time-consuming rounds 

of revision and refinement; 

• generate controversial and misleading summary 

posts for social media to attract clicks and 

enhance virality (e.g., maximize for retweets); 

• indirectly discourage EICs from exploring new 

directions that would require costly system 

retraining. 

Secondly, incorporating machine learning into 

decision-making poses a challenge due to data bias. 

Data collected by RL agents may favor “potentially 

impactful” work and established authors, 

marginalizing junior scholars unless they are included 

by design. It might also lean toward authors and 

reviewers with a presence on public platforms 

(preprint servers, conference websites, Google 

Scholar, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.). Data gathered from 

previous submissions may also reflect outdated 

language or topics or a specific editorial board’s 

preferences, thereby failing to adequately represent 

diverse populations. 

The “tyranny of metrics” (Muller, 2018) poses a third 

risk linked to value alignment in AI. Editorial boards 

understand the limitations of measures like citations 
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and time-to-decision, but AI cannot. Over-reliance on 

metrics can lead to losing sight of the larger goal, as 

seen when education becomes profit driven. Even 

without AI, journals focusing on high quality or 

selectivity might inadvertently encourage mediocre 

submissions and low-quality reviews (Zollman et al., 

2023). With human editors, these incentives can be 

countered by human feedback. Yet even a non-

malicious AI could lead to such negative outcomes, 

which might be obscured by its autonomous and 

speedy actions. 

We have based our scenarios and our understanding of 

their implications on our observations of the 

information systems field and its top journals. We hope 

our discussion is relevant to other disciplines and we 

hope that researchers in those disciplines can reflect 

upon their own areas. We have also deliberately made 

our scenarios and implications agnostic of the many 

research traditions found in information systems. 

There will naturally be differences between the 

traditions. For example, in theory-heavy or empirical 

qualitative papers, there is room for AI reviewers to 

identify weaknesses or holes in the logic of 

argumentation. But AI agents also risk 

misunderstanding or deterring new lines of 

argumentation that human editors might have helped 

reshape. Likewise, in empirical quantitative research, 

there is room for AI reviewers to identify missing best 

practices or necessary analytic steps. But here, the 

overuse of AI risks exacerbating the dry, check-list-

driven treatment we see in many quantitative empirical 

papers. For methodology papers (e.g., developing 

machine learning or econometric methods), AI can 

help better communicate technical work to a broader 

IS readership as well as identify missing benchmarking 

and implications necessary for proper evaluation of the 

proposed methodology. However, the AI-driven 

system might attract and propagate “hot topics” rather 

than important innovative research to compete with the 

proliferation of preprint and conference papers 

common in neighboring data science disciplines. 

Similar positive and negative aspects abound for any 

research approach and we hope our field is aware of 

the potential benefits while being cognizant of the 

potential risks. 

Journals serve to advance knowledge in a field by 

filtering, sorting, and certifying submissions (Zollman 

et al., 2023). However, from our own experience, we 

see that the human interaction in the editorial process 

serves an important purpose in the research 

community: the journal strengthens social 

relationships and understanding between members and 

creates a meeting place where we collectively craft an 

understanding of what constitutes meaningful 

research, how to communicate within the community, 

how to connect with other communities and activities, 

and more. Sometimes a human error leads to 

improving the larger system. The human frictions that 

we encounter in the editorial process are opportunities 

for growth. They offer us a view into our human and 

social strengths and vulnerabilities. The long-term 

relationships between community members both affect 

and are affected by journal editorial processes. A more 

autonomous and iterative AI risks unraveling the social 

fabric and connectivity between editors, reviewers, 

authors, and readers. While autonomous systems might 

lead to faster research output, the reduced friction also 

robs humans of debate, reflection, discussion, 

informed decisions, and thoughtful reports. A delayed 

reviewer’s report is often worth the delay. By choosing 

to be researchers in the sociotechnical field of 

information systems, our strength lies in embracing of 

interdisciplinarity and the diversity of views—

especially in the face of human and artificial 

interactions. 

So, who stands to gain from a more automated and 

iterative future editorial process? We contend that the 

downsides we have highlighted cater specifically to 

profit-driven, predatory journals. Much of the gains 

that automated systems offer, such as scale and speed, 

reflect the values of substandard outlets which put 

profit above scientific rigor and convenience over 

community-building. It behooves leading outlets in 

information systems not to go down this path: the 

human-centric approach of nurturing authors and 

reviewers (not just identifying potential ones) and 

reshaping arguments (not just rejecting or blindly 

accepting them) is the hallmark of our best journals and 

one we must protect. We have already seen how goal-

oriented AI systems can pervert human intentions: 

chatbots and drones gone rogue increasingly pepper 

the news. A slow, inadvertent devastation of the 

editorial process could cause potentially irreparable 

damage to the field. We urge our community to 

advance in its use of AI tools and methods, insofar as 

they augment human decision-making and enhance 

self-reflection, while recognizing the slippery slope 

that lies just beyond. 
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